Contrastive Tuning: A Little Help to Make Masked Autoencoders Forget
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Abstract

Masked Image Modeling (MIM) methods, like Masked Autoencoders (MAE), efficiently learn a rich representation of the input. However, for adapting to downstream tasks, they require a sufficient amount of labeled data since their rich features code not only objects but also less relevant image background. In contrast, Instance Discrimination (ID) methods focus on objects. In this work, we study how to combine the efficiency and scalability of MIM with the ability of ID to perform downstream classification in the absence of large amounts of labeled data. To this end, we introduce Masked Autoencoder Contrastive Tuning (MAE-CT), a sequential approach that utilizes the implicit clustering of the Nearest Neighbor Contrastive Learning (NNCLR) objective to induce abstraction in the topmost layers of a pre-trained MAE. MAE-CT tunes the rich features such that they form semantic clusters of objects without using any labels. Notably, MAE-CT does not rely on hand-crafted augmentations and frequently achieves its best performances while using only minimal augmentations (crop & flip). Further, MAE-CT is compute efficient as it requires at most 10% overhead compared to MAE pre-training. Applied to large and huge Vision Transformer (ViT) models, MAE–CT excels over previous self-supervised methods trained on ImageNet in linear probing, k-NN and low-shot classification accuracy as well as in unsupervised clustering accuracy. With ViT-H/16 MAE–CT achieves a new state-of-the-art in linear probing of 82.2%. Project page: github.com/ml-jku/MAE-CT.

Introduction

Self-supervised learning (SSL) leverages a pre-training task on unlabeled data to construct rich representations of the input without explicit supervision from costly annotated labels. This pre-trained representation can then be used to solve downstream tasks, like image classification, better than supervised training only. Therefore, SSL is currently one of the most effective machine learning concepts.

Two of the most prominent SSL pre-training tasks in computer vision are Instance Discrimination (ID) and Masked Image Modeling (MIM). ID uses augmentations to create multiple views of an image. The objective is then to align the views created from the same image. To avoid the trivial solution of mapping all images to a constant representation, methods either use a contrastive loss term (He et al. 2020; Chen et al. 2020), a regularization term (Zhontar et al. 2021) or perform self-distillation (Grill et al. 2020; Caron et al. 2021). When a contrastive loss term is used, the ID task can be viewed as a classification task where each image is its own class. MIM methods, like Masked Autoencoders (MAE) (He et al. 2022) and others (Bao et al. 2022; Xie et al. 2022; Baevski et al. 2022) first mask out areas of the input and then reconstruct the missing parts as pre-train task.

The respective pre-training tasks, classification and reconstruction, of ID and MIM result in distinct advantages and disadvantages. MAE provides a computationally efficient way to exploit sparse pre-training of Vision Transformers (ViT) (Dosovitskiy et al. 2021) by masking large parts of the image (75%) and not processing the masked areas. This computational efficiency, coupled with the data efficiency of a generative reconstruction task (Xie et al. 2023; El-Nouby et al. 2021), enabled beneficial scaling to larger architectures on datasets of limited size. However, to perform well on downstream tasks, MIM methods rely on fine-tuning with a large amount of labeled data as the representation of MIM methods lack abstraction after pre-training. In contrast, ID methods learn an object-focused representation (Caron et al. 2021) that typically results in object-specific clusters which is especially useful when few labels are available, as decision boundaries can be drawn much easier between well-separated clusters. Furthermore, ID methods notoriously rely on augmentations based on expert knowledge (Tian et al. 2020) to alleviate the problem of shortcut learning (Geirhos et al. 2020), which refers to the phenomenon of overfitting to spurious features. MIM suffers less from this issue as all masked parts have to be reconstructed, leaving little room for shortcut solutions. In fact, MAE achieves its best performance when only minimal augmentations (crop & flip) are used.

Given the benefits and downsides of both approaches, an open question remains: What is the best combination of MIM and ID methods to exploit their respective strengths? Namely, use the unlabeled data and compute efficiency of MIM methods to benefit from larger models while also benefiting from the label efficiency of ID methods for good low-shot performance via a meaningful semantic representation.

---
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Figure 1: ImageNet linear probing of the best reported models from other self-supervised methods. MAE-CT is able to form a well-separable clustering using little compute.

Also, extensive augmentations should be optional as they restrict the field of applications and make the models invariant to potentially useful information. The straightforward combination of MIM and ID in an end-to-end fashion faces the issue that the objectives and hyperparameters are heavily conflicting. For example, MIM benefits from high masking ratios and minimal augmentations while ID benefits from less masking and extensive augmentations.

We propose a sequential self-supervised approach to combine MIM and ID methods named Masked Autoencoder Contrastive Tuning (MAE-CT). Contrastive tuning (CT) aims to imitate fine-tuning in the absence of labeled training samples. MAE-CT utilizes a contrastive objective to guide a pre-trained MAE encoder to forget about the masked pixel-level MAE pre-training objective and to form object-focused semantic clusters. Unlike previous works, MAE-CT uses the contrastive objective not to learn basic features, but to induce abstraction in the top-half layers of the pre-trained ViT model. This novel setting benefits from multiple adaptations.

State-of-the-art ID methods heavily rely on compute-heavy techniques like multi-crop augmentation (Caron et al. 2020), a momentum encoder (He et al. 2020) and long training schedules. We do not rely on these compute-heavy techniques and CT takes only a small fraction of the pre-training duration, consequently, MAE-CT adds only little overhead to MAE pre-training as depicted in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, we find that the disentanglement of feature learning via MAE pre-training and abstraction via contrastive tuning produces well separated clusters. Thus, MAE-CT enables a more label efficient downstream classification than the best ID methods, see Figure 2.

Critical to our sequential approach are the two components MAE (He et al. 2022) and NNCLR (Dwibedi et al. 2021) on which we build upon. We refer the reader to the respective publications and provide some additional background information in Supplement C. Hereafter, we discuss the most relevant works that make use of both MIM and ID ideas.

Also, extensive augmentations should be optional as they restrict the field of applications and make the models invariant to potentially useful information. The straightforward combination of MIM and ID in an end-to-end fashion faces the issue that the objectives and hyperparameters are heavily conflicting. For example, MIM benefits from high masking ratios and minimal augmentations while ID benefits from less masking and extensive augmentations.

We propose a sequential self-supervised approach to combine MIM and ID methods named Masked Autoencoder Contrastive Tuning (MAE-CT). Contrastive tuning (CT) aims to imitate fine-tuning in the absence of labeled training samples. MAE-CT utilizes a contrastive objective to guide a pre-trained MAE encoder to forget about the masked pixel-level MAE pre-training objective and to form object-focused semantic clusters. Unlike previous works, MAE-CT uses the contrastive objective not to learn basic features, but to induce abstraction in the top-half layers of the pre-trained ViT model. This novel setting benefits from multiple adaptations.

State-of-the-art ID methods heavily rely on compute-heavy techniques like multi-crop augmentation (Caron et al. 2020), a momentum encoder (He et al. 2020) and long training schedules. We do not rely on these compute-heavy techniques and CT takes only a small fraction of the pre-training duration, consequently, MAE-CT adds only little overhead to MAE pre-training as depicted in Figure 1.

Nevertheless, we find that the disentanglement of feature learning via MAE pre-training and abstraction via contrastive tuning produces well separated clusters. Thus, MAE-CT enables a more label efficient downstream classification than the best ID methods, see Figure 2.

Finally, we adapt the contrastive method Nearest Neighbor Contrastive Learning (NNCLR) (Dwibedi et al. 2021). NNCLR extends SimCLR(Chen et al. 2020) with a queue that holds feature vectors of past samples and a Nearest Neighbor (NN) lookup operation. We observe that this fea-

Figure 2: Fine-tuning evaluation on ImageNet. We compare against the best publicly available ID model (iBOT L/16). MAE achieves good performances when given enough labels but struggles otherwise. MAE-CT is able to surpass both MAE and iBOT on all benchmarks. The improvement increases when considering a similar computational budget (MAE-CT H/16) instead of equal model size.

We provide the following contributions:

1. We introduce MAE-CT, a novel computationally efficient and scaleable approach, to form object-related clusters in the representations of pre-trained MAE encoders.
2. We demonstrate that our compute efficient sequential approach is able to surpass the label efficiency of state-of-the-art ID methods in downstream classification.
3. We find that combined pre-training with minimal augmentations suffers from short-cut learning, providing further evidence for the need of our sequential approach.

Related Work

Critical to our sequential approach are the two components MAE (He et al. 2022) and NNCLR (Dwibedi et al. 2021) on which we build upon. We refer the reader to the respective publications and provide some additional background information in Supplement C. Hereafter, we discuss the most relevant works that make use of both MIM and ID ideas.

The benefit of extending ID with MIM concepts is well established. iBOT (Zhou et al. 2022) adds an auxiliary per-patch reconstruction task. MSN (Assran et al. 2022) uses masking to improve computational efficiency and augmentation strength. Consequently, these methods report state-of-the-art results in feature and low-shot evaluation. We show that the data efficiency and scaling of MAE enables MAE-CT to exceed these results.

The advances in MIM motivated multiple works that extend MIM methods with ID concepts. CMAE (Huang et al.
Figure 3: Contrary to end-to-end methods, MAE-CT is a sequential approach, as depicted on the left side. First, an encoder is pre-trained with a MIM objective (MAE). Afterwards, a NNCLR head is initialized on top of said pre-trained encoder by freezing the encoder and training the NNCLR head until its latent representation is well structured. Finally, contrastive tuning is applied for a short duration. In contrastive tuning, depicted on the right side, we freeze the bottom half of the ViT-encoder and apply a layer-wise learning rate decay for the top half. Two views of one image are generated and then encoded by the ViT. Both encodings are fed into a projector, followed by either a predictor or a topk-NN lookup resulting in the embeddings for the NNCLR loss. The queue $Q$ is updated with the new embeddings in a first in – first out manner after each gradient update step.

2022) and BootMAE (Dong et al. 2022) study the addition of an auxiliary ID objective to MAE pre-training. Both approaches improve the fine-tuning performance of ViT-B models, but at the cost of decreased computational efficiency and increased reliance on expert augmentations. Thus, no results on larger models are provided, which would be of interest to measure scalability and data efficiency.

Most related to our approach is the recent work Layer Grafting (Jiang et al. 2023) which also combines MIM and ID into a sequential approach. MAE pre-training is followed by the full training routine of MoCo v3 (Chen, Xie, and He 2021) with an additional regularization loss to keep the lower layer weights close to the MAE weights. In contrast to Layer Grafting, MAE-CT prepares the ID component before changes to the encoder are made, which is then followed up by a short tuning phase. Thus, MAE-CT is much more compute efficient (see Figure 1). For example, the ID part of Layer Grafting requires 15 times the compute of contrastive tuning with a ViT-L/16.

Method

"An autoencoder wants to remember everything a classifier wants to forget." (Epstein and Meir 2019)

Motivation. MIM approaches are able to train large ViT models, that lack the inductive bias of convolutional neural networks, and learn rich representations just from ImageNet (He et al. 2022; Baevski et al. 2022; Xie et al. 2022; Singh et al. 2023). However, MIM models rely on adaptation to the downstream tasks using supervised training where performances heavily degrades as the number of labeled samples decreases. Conversely, ID methods suffer less from this problem as their objective implicitly forms object-specific representations during pre-training (Caron et al. 2021; Walmer et al. 2023). This makes the transition to the downstream task easier as the embedding already represents similar objects in a similar way. The difference in structure can also be seen by evaluating the embedding directly via linear probing or $k$-NN classification where ID performs significantly better than MIM. Additionally, MAE-CT is motivated by the reported effectiveness of partial fine-tuning (He et al. 2022). Partial fine-tuning improves classification performance considerably by retraining only a few of the top-most layers in a pre-trained MAE with a supervised objective. This implies that features in the lower layers of a pre-trained MAE already generalize well and that only upper layers need to be tuned. Further, fine-tuning induces an object-specific clustering in the representation of the MAE due to label supervision and achieves invariance to certain input features using a set of extensive input augmentations based on expert domain knowledge. Finally, fine-tuning adjusts the model from masked inputs used during MAE pre-training to unmasked inputs which are used in downstream tasks. MAE-CT imitates fine-tuning without labels.

Overview. MAE-CT is a sequential self-supervised approach to induce abstraction in the representation of a
pre-trained MAE. As shown on the left half of Figure 3, MAE-CT requires three steps. First, we perform MAE pre-training. Second, we replace the decoder with a NNCLR head. In this initialization step, the NNCLR head is trained to form fine-grained clusters in the representation that is used for the NN-lookup operation. For this step, the encoder is fully frozen. Third, the Contrastive Tuning (CT) step, where training effects the weights of the upper half of the encoder and the NNCLR head, depicted on the right side of Figure 3 in more detail. During CT the abstract structure of the initialized NNCLR head is transferred back into the encoder to induce a well separated clustering in the encoder output representation.

**MAE pre-training** MAE pre-training follows the original work (He et al. 2022) to learn a rich but coarsely structured representation in a compute efficient manner by randomly masking out a large fraction of the input patches. We do not apply any masking in the subsequent steps.

**NNCLR initialization** Like supervised fine tuning, we want to substantially change the encoder representation within a short tuning duration. Accordingly, we find it essential to learn a good target structure in the NNCLR head before changing the encoder.

This is achieved by freezing the encoder and then training only the small fully-connected NNCLR network. Notably, we observe that the NNCLR head is able to map the coarse clusters in the frozen MAE encoder to more fine-grained clusters. We explain this by the observation that, even with the encoder fully frozen and a lightweight NNCLR head, the contrastive objective is able to form a representation with high uniformity in the NNCLR head despite low uniformity in the encoder representation.

As discussed in (Wang and Isola 2020), the contrastive objective can be formulated as the combined minimization of an alignment loss and a uniformity loss. Where alignment is measured as the distance between two views from the same instance and uniformity corresponds to the separability of different instances. Furthermore, the beneficial effect of mapping to a more uniform representation is also reported in (Trosten et al. 2023).

**Contrastive tuning** Contrastive tuning (CT) uses the initialized NNCLR head to retrain the partially frozen MAE encoder. Although we aim to substantially change the encoder representation within a short duration, change has to happen gradually and has to be restricted such that the learned structure in the initialized NNCLR head is not broken. We achieve this by employing layer-wise learning rate decay (Clark et al. 2020) in the encoder. To make the evolution of the entries written into the NNCLR queue more smooth, we use an exponential moving average (EMA) (Laine and Aila 2017; Tarvainen and Valpola 2017) for the lightweight projector network only (Pham et al. 2022).

To reduce memory and compute requirements, we mimic partial fine-tuning and freeze the lower half of the encoder. Furthermore, CT has to take the increase in trainable parameters into account. We observe that while the target structure in the NNCLR representation quickly improves at first, it starts to degrade before the transformation of the encoder representation can be completed.

To delay this degradation, we increase the difficulty of the alignment task. Instead of using the nearest neighbor of a query vector \( z_i \) from the NNCLR queue \( Q \) for the NN-lookup, we uniformly sample one of the \( k \) nearest neighbors. We refer to this adaptation as topk-NN lookup.

\[
\text{topk-NN}(z_i, Q, k) := \frac{1}{q \in Q} \exp \left( \text{topk-NN}(z_i, Q, k) \cdot \frac{z_q^+}{\tau} \right)
\]  

Let \( z^+ \) refer to the predictor path. The positive counterpart \( z^+_q \) is attracted to a topk-NN of an anchor vector \( z_i \), while all other \( z^+_j \) within the batch are repulsed. Using the temperature \( \tau \), we then obtain the updated loss function.

\[
\mathcal{L}_{\text{NNCLR}} = -\log \sum_{j=1}^{n} \exp \left( \text{topk-NN}(z_i, Q, k) \cdot \frac{z_j^+}{\tau} \right)
\]

We find that topk-NN lookup improves performance during CT, but not during the initialization step and not in the original NNCLR setting (see ablations in (Dwibedi et al. 2021) Table 7). We argue that this is enabled by the high quality of the initialized NNCLR latent representation on top of the pre-trained MAE features. Consequently, we can increase the strength of the data-driven augmentation effect from the topk-NN lookup by using a higher value for \( k \) during CT. Furthermore, as topk-NN lookup effectively extends the average distance between query vector and the surrounding vectors in the queue, it adds the potential to merge isolated subclusters, as denser regions in the surroundings of a query vector are selected with a higher probability.

**Experiments and Analysis**

**Evaluation** We evaluate our approach via image classification on ImageNet (Deng et al. 2009), where we vary the number of used labels from 100% down to a single label per class. To ensure a fair comparison, we exclude results that are based on additional training data or larger sequence lengths (via higher input resolution or smaller patch size). As a lot of large-scale models are not publicly available, we compare MAE-CT to the reported results in Supplement D Table 13.

We evaluate MAE-CT using only minimal image augmentations (MAE-CT\(_{\text{min}}\)) and using the same augmentations as in BYOL (Grill et al. 2020) (MAE-CT\(_{\text{aug}}\)).

We choose the evaluation protocol based on the number of available labels in accordance to previous works. For evaluating the representation using 100% of the labels, we train a linear probe and a \( k \)-NN classifier. With 10% and 1% of the labels, we fine-tune the encoder and in the extreme low-shot settings (<1% labels), we report the accuracy of a logistic regression classifier averaged over three splits. The detailed protocols can be found in Supplement B.

**Implementation Details** We outline the most important implementation details and provide all further information in Supplement A.
MAE pre-training. We train for 1600 epochs with a learning rate of 1.5e − 4 and use the "normalize pixels" variant of the MAE loss, which applies a patch-wise normalization to the target pixels before the mean-squared-error loss.

NNCLR initialization. Following (Dwibedi et al. 2021), we use a 3-layer MLP as projector, a 2-layer MLP as predictor and a queue Q of length 65536. To initialize the NNCLR-head, we train for 20 epochs on the output of the fully frozen pre-trained MAE encoder with a learning rate of 1e − 4, a temperature \( \tau \) of 0.15 and the default top1-NN lookup.

Contrastive tuning. We use a learning rate of 1e − 4 and apply layer-wise learning rate decay (Clark et al. 2020) with decay factor 0.65 to the upper half of the ViT blocks while freezing the lower half. For MAE-CT\(_{min}\), we train ViT-B/L for 20 epochs and ViT-H for 30 epochs. For MAE-CT\(_{aug}\) we train ViT-B for 80 epochs and ViT-L/H for 40 epochs.

Results

Feature evaluations. The right column of Table 1 shows that MAE-CT improves the linear separability of MAE features considerably on all model sizes. Even larger gains can be observed when a simple distance based \( k \)-NN classifier is used. As ID methods learn to prioritize the extraction of object-related information, we find that CT can not lift a MAE pre-trained ViT-B/16 model to the same performance level. But simply increasing the model capacity to ViT-L/16 enables MAE-CT to outperform said ID methods, leveraging the scaleability of MAE pre-training. With ViT-H/16, our sequential approach even exceeds models that operate on higher image resolutions or smaller patches and achieves state-of-the-art in linear probing (see Figure 1).

Low-shot evaluation. The middle column of Table 1 shows classification accuracy when using only a fraction of the labels. Similar to feature evaluations, MAE-CT shows superior scaling as it outperforms state-of-the-art ID methods on larger models. While extensive augmentations are superior for smaller models and more labels, they become less effective as model size grows and the number of labels decreases. For ViT-L/16 models, MAE-CT\(_{min}\) surpasses the performance of methods that use extensive augmentations on the 1 shot and 2 shot benchmark. With a ViT-H/16, MAE-CT\(_{min}\) is able to surpass the performance of MAE-CT\(_{aug}\) on all low-shot benchmarks. Which indicates that the version without additional augmentations benefits even more from the increased model capacity and model depth.

Clustering analysis. We abstract the ability of MAE-CT to form object-specific clusters in two ways. First, we use the cluster accuracy (Yang et al. 2010; Xie, Girshick, and Farhadi 2016) to measure how well the ground truth classes of the validation set of ImageNet can be discovered using the unsupervised \( k \)-means clustering algorithm. The cluster accuracy ranges between 0 and 100, where 100 indicates a perfect match with the ground truth. Second, we calculate the silhouette score (Rousseeuw 1987) to quantify the spread and compactness of the ground truth classes. The silhouette score ranges from -100 to 100, with 100 being the best value. Silhouette scores smaller than zero indicate that the clusters are not well separated.

Both cluster accuracy and silhouette score are reported in Table 2. Compared to MAE, MAE-CT shows a large improvement in cluster performance. The silhouette score improves from being negative, finding almost no cluster structure, to being positive showing separated clusters. On ViT-L/16, MAE-CT outperforms all other ID methods even when using only minimal augmentations. To the best of our knowledge, the cluster accuracy of MAE-CT (ViT-H/16) is state-of-the-art on ImageNet, when trained on ImageNet only. Further details are provided in Supplement D.
Ablations and Analysis

Ablation. We evaluate the impact of essential CT components in Table 3. Masking during contrastive tuning results in a moderate drop in performance (but enables reproduction on a single GPU). The NNCLR head initialization, by training it on top of frozen encoder features before CT, is essential to the performance gains. As MAE-CT_{min} does not use any augmentations besides crop and flip, the data-driven augmentation of the NN lookup is required. Without NN lookup the performance deteriorates considerably due to shortcut learning.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Probing</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MAE-CT_{min}</td>
<td>80.2</td>
<td>77.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>apply masking (75%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>during CT</td>
<td>79.4</td>
<td>75.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>skip NNCLR head</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>initialization</td>
<td>78.5</td>
<td>68.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NNCLR without NN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lookup</td>
<td>70.6</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Ablating study of CT_{min} components with ViT-L/16. Applying masking during CT or skipping the NNCLR head initialization on frozen encoder features results in a performance drop, especially in the k-NN accuracy. The NN-lookup is essential when only crop & flip are used as augmentations.

Combined pre-training of MAE and NNCLR. In addition to the sequential MAE-CT approach, we also investigate the combined pre-training of MAE and NNCLR as depicted in the bottom left of Figure 3. To this end, we train a MAE with a ViT-L/16 encoder by additionally attaching a NNCLR head onto the [CLS] token of the encoder. During training we jointly optimize the MAE and NNCLR objectives where we balance the losses \( L = L^{\text{MAE}} + \lambda L^{\text{NNCLR}} \) with a \( \lambda \) of 0.001. Note, that we keep the augmentations from MAE, which are crop & flip only.

The upper half of Table 4 shows that the combined pre-training slightly improves over MAE but is far worse than MAE-CT. In addition to just combined pre-training, we investigate the application of CT after combined pre-training. We investigate different ways to initialize the NNCLR head before CT in the lower part of Table 4. For "combined pre-training + CT" we initialize a new NNCLR head by training it on top of frozen encoder features just like we do for MAE-CT. For "combined pre-training + CT_{skip}" we reuse the NNCLR head from combined pre-training directly for CT, which effectively skips the reinitialization of the NNCLR head. Additionally, instead of initializing an NNCLR head on top of the frozen encoder, one can train a NNCLR head during MAE training by inserting a stop gradient operation before the NNCLR head ("detached pre-training + CT_{skip}"). The results show that directly using the NNCLR head from pre-training for CT is slightly worse in addition to being more constrained as it requires modification of the MAE training process.

Overall the sequential approach of MAE-CT is more flexible, more compute efficient and achieves superior performances compared to the combined pre-training, even when CT is applied in addition to combined pre-training.

Shortcut learning of combined pre-training. In experiments with combined pre-training, we observe that even with a small NNCLR loss weight \( \lambda \) during combined pre-training, the NNCLR loss decreases immediately by about 30% compared to training a detached NNCLR head during combined pre-training. As the encoder does not have a good feature representation at the start of training, this indicates that the NNCLR head steers the encoder to extract basic features which drastically simplify the NNCLR objective.

![Figure 4: Measuring shortcut learning: Predicting the color histogram of input images from the [CLS] token after different blocks of a ViT-L (higher error is better). Combined pre-training learns shortcut features that can only partially be forgotten via CT or supervised fine-tuning. Sequential training avoids shortcut learning.](image-url)
These basic features might be a symptom of shortcut learning (Geirhos et al. 2020). For ID methods, a form of shortcut learning is to learn color statistics of the input image, as two views of the same image likely have a similar color histogram. Following (Addepalli et al. 2022) we utilize a prediction task to estimate to what degree the model preserves information about color statistics within the [CLS] token. We train a linear probe to predict the color histograms of the input image. In the combined pre-training, the NNCLR head pushes the encoder towards learning color statistic features (Figure 4). These shortcut features evolve already in early encoder layers of the combined pre-training. While CT is able to partially correct them, they remain more dominant than in the sequentially trained encoder. Not even supervised fine-tuning of all layers — using augmentations based on expert knowledge — can fully mitigate this effect. We describe the color histogram prediction task in Supplement B.

**Cluster formation.** To demonstrate the differences in clustering we provide results for ImageNet-Dogs15 (Chang et al. 2017), a subset of ImageNet commonly utilized in the clustering literature. In Figure 5 we show the UMAP (McInnes et al. 2018) embedding of different variations (ViT-L) with their corresponding clustering accuracy. Combined pre-training finds well separated clusters for the classes **Norwegian Elkhound**, **Pug** and **Maltese Dog**. We suspect that these three dog breeds have only small intra-class variations in their characteristics, which makes them easily discernible by low level features. Once contrastive tuning is applied the cluster accuracy improves by a factor of four and also the classes are visually better separated.

![Figure 5: UMAP embeddings of MAE, combined pre-training, MAE-CT_{min}, and MAE-CT_{aug} with corresponding k-means cluster accuracies for ImageNet-Dogs15 (ViT-L). MAE-CT clearly improves the separation of the 15 classes.](image)

**Cluster retrieval.** Figure 6 shows the NNs of two k-means cluster centroids for ImageNet-Dogs15 of MAE and MAE-CT_{min}. Inspecting the NNs of the cluster centroid indicates that MAE finds some clusters that correspond to image backgrounds, the first row contains dogs that are located inside and the second row contains dogs that are outside. This is also quantified by the low cluster accuracy w.r.t. the ground truth dog breeds of MAE. MAE reaches a cluster accuracy of 18.7% vs. 94.3% reached by MAE-CT. MAE-CT finds distinct clusters containing mostly images of a single class, shown by the perfect NN retrievals of the classes **Basset** (third row) and **Norwegian Elkhound** (fourth row). Note, that the dogs are correctly grouped despite the different background. We provide the full retrieval, confusion matrices and UMAP embeddings in Supplement E.

**Conclusion**

We introduce MAE-CT, a self-supervised approach to combine the strengths of MIM and ID methods. We show that the NNCLR training objective — applied to an already pre-trained MAE model — is capable of creating object-specific clusters in its feature representation which greatly improves representation quality (linear probing, k-NN and cluster accuracy) and low-shot classification performance.

We show that our sequential approach preserves the data efficiency of MAE and incorporates the label efficiency of NNCLR while requiring only 10% more compute than MAE pre-training. This enables the training of large ViT models on ImageNet only, where our larger models exceed the performance of previous state-of-the-art SSL models.

In contrast to state-of-the-art ID methods, MAE-CT does not rely on hand-crafted image augmentation. This is a very promising result, which can be explained by the data-driven augmentation effect of the NN-lookup, which greatly benefits from representations that already capture image semantics in a structured way.

**Additional Resources**

We provide access to our code, model checkpoints and supplement on our project page: github.com/ml-jku/MAE-CT.
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